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Abstra t
The problems of in onsistent data in information systems are dis ussed. A
four-level ar hite ture, based on the Information Resour e Di tionary System
(IRDS), is introdu ed as a potential solution to su h problems. A formalization
of the IRDS is performed with ategory theory by omposing adjoint fun tors.
An example is given using various date systems to illustrate the need for four-level
addressing of data to over ome in onsisten y problems.
Introdu tion

In onsisten y is not a global property. It arises from parti ularity where there is only
half the story. Real-world integral systems fully operate free from in onsisten y for
natural pro esses remove or, like the laws of physi s, forbid in onsisten ies. In onsisten ies exist between parts of a system. The whole system has to be oherent. A
model is normally a partial view of su h a system and it is the nature of the type of
un ertainties that arise in the modelling pro ess that need to be understood by the
professional software engineer for the onstru tion of modern information systems. Inonsisten ies ome about from impli it type hanges, and anomalies when parts only
of a system are onsidered in isolation.
Software does not have the same natural self-organizing properties of hardware.
Development of information systems requires a full understanding of the universal underlying on epts if information systems are to be onstru ted a ording to high professional engineering standards. In onsisten ies an be understood from the viewpoint
of standards in the ISO universal referen e model as implemented in the Information
Resour e Di tionary System. Only re ently has fully-formal abstra t reasoning been
possible with the advent of ategory theory in mainstream mathemati s to understand
the implementation of a model (from the real-world stru ture through the abstra t
data-type to the data values on disk together with the a ess and query methods) as
a omposition of fun tors. Universal representation of all information systems needs
only three levels of transformation a ross level-pairs with a fourth to give ultimate
absolute losure. In onsisten y is a failure in omposition between the pairs whi h an
be orre ted by an appropriate natural transformation interpreted as poli y.
Example of In onsisten y

An example is onsidered in open systems, involving the problems aused by the inonsistent treatment of times and dates. It is shown that in open systems the existen e
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of lo al standards may be ontrolled by de ning an appropriate Poli y mapping indiating how the standard relates to some universal standard. The relationship between
one Poli y mapping and another is aptured by a natural transformation relating the
two Model mappings involved. Our work shows that it is essential to move to this
higher level to resolve in onsisten ies. The suggestion is that universal representation
of all information systems needs only three levels of transformation a ross level-pairs
with a fourth, a natural transformation omparing the overall models, to give ultimate
absolute losure. In onsisten y is a failure in omposition between the pairs whi h an
be orre ted by an appropriate natural transformation interpreted as poli y.
A simple example of a ommon o urren e of in onsisten y an perhaps give more
insight into the salient points in preparation for the theory. There is a well-known
in onsisten y in an international ontext of the way that dates are represented. The
string 2/3/98 would refer in England to the se ond day of Mar h but in the United
States to the third of February. It is obvious that onfusion arising from this example
ould have various serious onsequen es in medi ine, law, nu lear safety, sto k ontrol,
et . The in onsisten y itself arises from the type hange between the two formats
latent in the di erent ordering of the numeri elds. The on ept of date is as an
ordinal applied to the on guration of the solar system and in parti ular to the motion
of the earth around the sun and to its rotation on its axes, as viewed and interpreted
from a parti ular geographi al lo ation on earth.
Storing dates on a omputer illustrates the lassi omponents of any information
system. The alendar is a on eptualisation of solar observations whi h are onverted
to some numeri format for storage in ele troni form. In terms of the ANSI SPARC
Standard for Database Ar hite ture, the solar system is the real world phenomenon
to be modelled in terms of abstra t data types, the alendar is the on eptual s hema
and the observational pro edures provide the external s hema. The storage de nitions
for the elds of day, month and year form part of the internal s hema to provide values
for disk a ess and query methods like omparing two dates.
From the perspe tive of the universal formalism of ategory theory, date is a ategory (or type) onsisting of obje ts. The urrent obje t-oriented paradigm has a less
developed understanding of obje ts as obje ts. The obje t-oriented term obje t usually
refers to a ategory in ategory theory whi h are ategories in their own right, namely
the numeri data elds. The order in whi h the numeri elds o ur and the interpretation ( onvention or poli y) determining whi h is the month and whi h is the day are
fun tors. The data (numbers) are in ategory theory obje ts. The impli it ordering of
the integers are ordinary ategorial arrows.
Need for Multi-level Stru tures

We onsider that a way to begin to ope with managing in onsisten y is to rst understand in onsisten y in its ar hetypal form. Here we use the IRDS standard as the basis
for relating heterogeneous systems a ross platforms, that is systems based on di erent
paradigms. By determining this mapping for all types of system, the problems arising
in re-engineering are avoided to some extent as all types of approa h to information
systems an be run in an integrated fashion.

Information Resour e Di tionary System

The IRDS [3, 4℄ is onstru ted on four levels. Ea h level taken with its adja ent level
a ts as a level pair so that there are three level pairs a ross the four levels. This means
that ea h point at ea h level is dire tly related to a point at the other level in the
level pair. The top level is the Information Resour e Di tionary De nition S hema
(IRDDS) in whi h on epts relating to poli y and philosophy are de ned. In prin iple,
only one instan e of an IRDDS need be de ned for a problem area. In a oherent system
there an be only one olle tion of su h on epts. The se ond level is the Information
Resour e Di tionary De nition (IRDD) in whi h s hema onstru tion fa ilities are
de ned. The third level is the Information Resour e Di tionary (IRD) whi h de nes
the intension for an appli ation, giving names and onstraints. The fourth level is the
Information Resour e Data (APP) whi h gives the extension, the data values.
There are mappings in ea h dire tion between the levels, termed level-pairs. We
interpret these mappings in the top-down dire tion as follows. There is a omposite
mapping Model broken down into onstituent fun tors Poli y, Organize and Data representing respe tively 1) the poli y by whi h abstra tions are represented as onstru tions
in a model, 2) the organization of these onstru tions as s hemati obje ts and 3) the
population of the s hema by data values. Ea h of these fun tors is termed a level-pair,
relating one level in the standard to another. More details on our interpretation of the
standard an be found in [2℄.
Formalizing the IRDS
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Figure 1: IRDS Levels in Fun torial Terms
The next task is to formalize the ideas advan ed for the IRDS so that a sound
s ienti basis an be developed for the approa h. This is rst done at a general level
as in Figure 1. The data fun tor (level pair) P oli y maps target obje ts and arrows in
the ategory IRDDS to image obje ts in the ategory IRDD for ea h type of system.
This mapping provides at the MetaMeta level the data for ea h kind of system, that
is to say how ea h abstra tion is to be represented. We also label the fun tor pair
Organize relating for ea h system the onstru tions in IRDD with the names in a
parti ular appli ation in IRD. Combining these new onstru tions with the produ t
ones above gives the dire t and universal representation of IRDS shown in Figure 1.

The remaining fun tors M etaM eta, M eta and N ame are the duals of P oli y ,
and Data respe tively. M etaM eta for a given IRDD relates the data modelling fa ilities provided by a system to the universal olle tion of abstra tions de ned
in IRDDS. M eta for a given IRD relates the s hema de nition (intension) to the
onstru ts available in the system de ned in IRDD. M eta therefore relates a name
in the intension to a modelling on ept in IRDD su h as a lass name to the lass
onstru tion. N ame for a given APP relates a data value to its property name as
de ned in the intension IRD.
It will be noted that in Figure 1 all the mappings are two-way and that two ompositions emerge. In ategory theory, Figure 1 is a omposition of fun tors with M odel
as the overall fun tor from IRDDS ! APP, su h that for ea h type of information
system the following ompositions hold:
M odel = Data Æ Organize Æ P oli y
System = M etaM eta Æ M eta Æ N ame
An obvious bene t is that we an relate on epts a ross models by omparing the
fun tors M odel : IRDDS ! APP for ea h of our types of system. However, for a
full onsisten y we should onsider the two-way mappings and ensure that omposition
holds in both dire tions. Su h onsisten y is a hieved in ategory theory by adjun tions. The topi of adjun tions and their omposition is therefore now dis ussed.
Organize

Adjoints

Adjointness is a development in ategory theory for expressing the relationship between
two ategories as a two-way mapping. Adjointness is often expressed in terms of a free
fun tor (F ) in one dire tion (from left to right, from sour e ategory A to target B)
and an underlying fun tor (G) in the other (target to sour e, right to left). If ertain
onditions hold, F is said to be left-adjoint to G and G right-adjoint to F .
The riti al omparison is between obje t a in ategory A and the result of G Æ F (a),
usually written simply as GF a, as assigned to ategory A. In e e t an obje t in A is
ompared with the result obtained by applying F and G to it in turn. This omparison
is a natural transformation as it involves a type hange: from A ! F a ! GF a. It
is usually written a and alled the unit of adjun tion.
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Figure 2: Adjointness { unit and ounit perspe tives
The omparison is made in the ontext of a third obje t G(b), usually written simply
as Gb, so that the left-hand diagram in Figure 2 ommutes if adjointness exists, that
is if Gg Æ a = f . The relationship between ategories A and B is not asymmetri as
suggested by the left-hand diagram of Figure 2. The perspe tive an be adjusted to
that of the mapping from g as in the right-hand diagram of Figure 2. This diagram

ommutes if b Æ F f = g . The arrow b is known as the ounit of adjun tion and
is a natural transformation omparing F (G(b)) to b. Examples of left adjoints are
enri hments su h as taking a graph to a ategory, a set to a group, a set to a preorder
and a olle tion of re ord keys to hashed addresses. The orresponding right adjoints
qualitatively identify the enri hment, ensuring that a number of type restri tions are
satis ed.
The notation we use for an adjun tion is as follows. Consider obje t a in ategory
A and obje t b in ategory B and mappings:
F : A ! B; G : B ! A
Then if there is an adjun tion between F and G (F a G), we write the 4-tuple:
< F; G; a ; b >: A ! B to indi ate the free fun tor, underlying fun tor, unit of
adjun tion and ounit of adjun tion respe tively. From an appli ation viewpoint, a
useful view of an adjun tion is that of insertion in a onstrained environment. The
unit  an be thought of as reativity, the ounit  as a quality validation. There is then
a relationship between the left and right adjoints su h that  represents quantitative
identi ation and  qualitative identi ation.
Composition of Adjoints

The IRDS appli ation shown in Figure 1 involves the omposition of adjoints, that is
an expression is derived in whi h two or more adjoints are adja ent to ea h other. It is
part of the power of ategory theory that adjoints an be omposed in the same way
as other arrows. For example onsider the adjoints shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Composition of Adjoints
Then we may have six adjoints (if the onditions are satis ed):
 F F a GG;
 F F F a GG G

 a G;
 F a G;
 F F a G G;
F a G; F
With hom sets these adjun tions give the following isomorphisms:
 )
 )
 )
D(F F F a; d) 
= A(a; GG Gd
= B(F a; G Gd
= C(F F a; Gd
where a is an obje t in A and d an obje t in D. Ea h hom set represents the olle tion
of arrows from the rst obje t to the se ond so D(F F F a; d) represents the olle tion
of arrows from F F F a to d in ategory D.
We an de ne these in more detail with their units and ounits of adjun tion:
A !B
a is the unit of adjun tion 1a
! GF a and b is the ounit of adjun tion
F Gb ! 1b
 b ;  >: B ! C
2. < F ; G;

b is the unit of adjun tion 1b ! G F b and  is the ounit of adjun tion F G !
1
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The symbol  indi ates verti al omposition, rather than the normal horizontal
omposition indi ated by Æ. Verti al omposition is of arrows while horizontal
omposition is of obje ts. The two types of omposition are equivalent but vertial omposition is more in the spirit of ategory theory, being arrow-based, and
is used extensively in stru tures in ategories, parti ularly 2-Categories, by Ma
Lane [5℄ at p.40-44, 272-275.
G
a F  a is the unit of adjun tion 1a ! GG F F a and   F  G is the ounit
of adjun tion F F GG ! 1
The unit of adjun tion is a omposition of:
a : 1a ! GF a with G
a F : GF a ! GG F F a
The ounit of adjun tion is a omposition of:
  G : F F GG ! F G with  : F G ! 1
F
 G  F  b ; d  F d G
 >: B ! D
5. < F F ; G G;
b
 F F B and d  F d G
 is the ounit
 b F  b is the unit of adjun tion 1b ! G G
G
 ! 1d
of adjun tion F F G Gd
The unit of adjun tion is a omposition of:
 F F b

b : 1b ! G F b with G b F : G F b ! G G
The ounit of adjun tion is a omposition of:
 d G
 : F F G Gd
 ! F Gd
 with d : F Gd
 ! 1d .
F
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  F F d G G
 >: A ! D
6. < F F F; GG G;
a
The unit of adjun tion is a omposition of:
a : 1a ! GF a with G
a F : GF a ! GG F F a with GG a F F : GG F F a !
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The ounit of adjun tion is a omposition of:
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The advantage in deriving these ompositions is that we have the ability to represent the mappings in either abstra t or detailed form. The overall omposition gives
a simple representation for on eptual purposes; the individual mappings enable the
transformations to be followed in detail at ea h stage and provide a route for implementation.
Composed Adjun tions in IRDS

The ability to ompose adjoints naturally means that we an ombine well together
su h diverse features as poli y, organization and data in a single arrow. Returning to
the IRDS representation, we an see the following ompositions need to be investigated

in more detail:

Æ Organize Æ P oli y (model perspe tive)
M etaM eta Æ M eta Æ N ame (system perspe tive)

Data

We an onstru t the 4-tuple to represent the omposed adjun tions de ned in
Figure 1:
irdds OP  Airdds P  irdds ;
< DOP; AM N; AM 
app  DappN  DOappM N >
where P is the fun tor P oli y , O Organize, D Data, A M etaM eta, M M eta and N
N ame.
If the onditions of this adjun tion are met, we an represent the omposed adjun tion:
M odel

a System

by the 4-tuple: < M odel; System; irdds ; app >: IRDDS ! APP
where M odel = DOP , System = AM N , irdds is the unit of adjun tion and app is the
ounit of adjun tion.
This adjun tion an be evaluated for ea h appli ation giving a olle tion of 4-tuples.
Comparison of these 4-tuples then gives the me hanism for interoperability between
appli ations both heterogeneous and homogeneous.
A simple example is shown in Figure 4 of the omposed adjoints found when a
omparison is made of the mapping from the top level IRDDS to data APP for
relational and obje t systems holding similar data de nitions for students. The example shows the ategories involved IRDDS; IRDD; IRD; APP, the mappings between
these ategories as the fun tors P oli y; Organize; Data, the omposition of these fun tors M odel, the natural transformation omparing the omposed fun tor M odel for
two di erent systems and the omposed adjun tion M odel a System.
There is one top-level IRDDS as there is one olle tion of universal abstra tions;
many fun tors P oli y ea h one taking the abstra tions to a olle tion of onstru ts
available in a parti ular approa h; many fun tors Organize ea h one taking the onstru ts available to the data de nitions (s hema) in a parti ular database and many
Data ea h one taking the s hema to the data values in a parti ular database. Organize
provides data di tionary fa ilities and Data database fa ilities.
The adjoint given by the 4-tuple < M odel; System; irdds ; app > de nes the two-way
mapping between M odel and System at an abstra t level. The detailed form, given
as a omposition of the three fun tors involved in ea h dire tion, provides a basis for
ma hine representation. Implementing these adjun tions will give a rigorous method
for relating heterogeneous systems.
Example of Dates Revisited

Figure 4 shows a four-level representation of dates. The mapping Poli y takes
the on ept of date into a number of onstru tions available su h as giga years, days,
months and years of variable baselines. Organize takes the onstru ts into a number
of formats, with the US mapping having a di erent target to the European. Data
takes the format to the asso iated values. Many relationships an be derived from the
diagram in luding that of Ameri an and European dates by dmyAD :
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Figure 4: Consistent Handling of Dates in Four-level Ar hite ture

dmyAD

: US

! Euro

where dmyAD is the obje t in IRDD for days. months and years (AD). More generally
any date values date1 and date2 ompared by the natural transformation app :
app : System(date1)

! System(date2)

an be related in a onsistent manner through the omposed adjun tions evaluated
earlier and applied to the four-level ar hite ture of Figure 4.
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